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Mathematical programmingis the name used forthe study of a variety of
maximizationproblems.In these problems,maxima can occur on the boundaries
as well as in the interiorof a region.In many cases the maximizationis actually
over a finiteset of points. When this happens it is clear that: 1) the usual derivative criteriafora maximum,as used in the calculus, do not apply; and 2) that
the emphasis must be on algorithmsforactually obtainingmaxima ratherthan
on existence,forexistenceis trivialin these finitecases. Both these observations
do, in fact, apply to most of mathematical programmingand the second is
the reason why the subject is intimatelybound up with the use of computers.
In what followswe will discuss two of the most active areas of mathematical
programming:first,linear programming,and secondly, and very sketchily,
dynamic programming.
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Linear programming.The maximizationproblemhereis to maximizea linear
formsubject to linear inequality constraints.The basic problemcan be written
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or vectorially,
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Here the last N ai are negative unit row vectorsand the last N bi are 0. A geometricalway of lookingat the problemis illustratedin Figure 1. Each inequality
constraintconfinesthe variables to a closed half space, the intersectionof these
half spaces gives a polyhedronof values satisfyingthe inequalities. This polyhedron is called the feasible region. The maximizationproblemis to findthat
point of the feasible regionwhich maximizesthe "objective function" Ecjx1.
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Maximization criterion.The usual conditionforthe freemaximumof a function at an interiorpoint is that the gradient of the functionshould vanish. If
there are also equality conditionsto be satisfied,the condition fora maximum
is, roughly,that the gradientshould point in a directionthat is normal to the
equality surfaces. More precisely,the gradientshould be a linear combination
of the normalsto these constraintsurfaces-this is the usual Lagrangian condition. When dealing withlinearinequalitiesthe conditionis similar.The function
will be maximal at x if the gradientat x points into a region forbiddenby the
inequalities. This means that it should be a nonnegative combination of the
normals of those (and only those) inequality constraintsthat are satisfiedas
equalities at x. See Figure 2. Thus at x, the maximumpoint of (1), therewill be
an M+N vector y= (y,, * * *, YM+N) satisfying
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Duality. Further examination of the maximization condition leads to the
notion of duality due to Gale, Kuhn and Tucker [1].
Using (2a) and formingthe scalar product with x yields, using (2b)
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Thereforey solves the minimizationproblem
minb*y,c

(4)
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in which y is now an M-vector.
(5) is a problemvery much like (1). The rows of (1) are the columns of (4),
max in (1) has been replaced by min in (5), and the inequality sign reversed
in the firstset of inequalities. Problem (5) is called the dual of (1). As (3) shows,
of (S), its dual, are numericallyequal.
the max value of (4) and the mmn
Clearly the dual of the dual is the originalproblem.
Once we have a solution x to (1), we need only representthe gradientat x
as a nonnegativecombination of the normals of the faces on which it lies to
obtain a 9 minimizingthe dual problem. In most methods of solving (1), this
nonnegativerepresentationis usually obtained in the course of recognizingthe
optimalityof x, so the solution to the dual is usually at hand once the original
problemhas been solved.
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The theoryof zero-sumtwo-persongames provides an interestingillustration of duality.The essentialdata fora zero sum two-persongame is represented
in Figure 3. The play of the game is as follows.One player,called the row player,
chooses a row, say row i. The other player, called the column player, chooses
a column,say columnj, withoutknowingthe choice of the row player. The row
player then pays the column player an amount as;. Of course, the row player
tries to minimizethis amount, the column player to maximizeit.
An allowable strategy for the row player is a probability vector
P (pi, **..
* PM). At each play he then chooses the ith row randomly and
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withprobabilitypi. Similarly,the columnplayerhas a strategyQ = (ql,
The expectedpaymentv, with strategiesP and Q is
V=

(6)
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Let us suppose that the row player's object is to choose P so that v <0 no matter
what his opponent'sstrategyQ is, and, subject to this condition,to make 0 as
small as possible.
To find the strategyP that does this we reason as follows: if the column
player plays one column only, say the jth, then the expected payment is
piaij. The best strategyagainst an opponent confinedto single column
D._
strategiesis the P that minimizes0 subject to
i=M
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One can easily verifythat (7) implies v>0 even if a general Q is used by the
opponentsince the paymentthen is a weightedsum of numberseach <0. So (7)
and (8) are actually the row player's entiremaximizationproblem.
For simplicityof expositionwe will assume here that the smallest possible 0,
0mi >O, SO (7) and (8) can be solvedonlyfor0 _Omin>O. Introducing
p ==(1/0)pi,
(7) becomes
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where p' > 0, ii= 1,
* , N. Thus the minimizationproblem becomes maximize>':M p ' subject to (7a) whichis a problemofthe formof
(1).
Its dual is min }fN q, subject to
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the aid of a change of variables, we see that the two players' problems are
dual to each other.

Sincethemaxof(8a) equals theminin (9), l/min

= l/lma,

so omin =Oma.=

V.

No matterwhat the column player does, the row player's expected payment
need never exceed u, if he plays optimally.Similarly,no matterwhat the row
player does, the column player's expectation, if he plays optimally,is always
_ u. If both play optimally,the expected payment is exactly v which is called
the value of the game. Also, because of duality, the strategyQ is usually immediatelyavailable, once P is known.
Maximization method. It is geometricallyclear, and easily proved, that the
maximumin equation (1) will be obtained at one of the verticesof the feasible
polyhedron.Thus we are dealing witha finitemaximizationproblem. It is sufficient to search throughthe verticesof the polyhedronto findthe point taking
on the maximum value. The simplex method of G. B. Dantzig [2] the usual
maximizationmethod of linear programming,inspectsonly vertices. Instead of
looking at all of them, however, it starts at one, moves on to a neighboring
vertexthat gives a largervalue to the functionbeing maximized,and so on until
the maximumis reached.
To simplifythe discussionof the simplexmethod,we introducenew variables
called "slacks." Slacks representthe difference
between the left-handside of the
inequalities of (1) and the right-handside. When slacks are introducedthese
equations become
j=N

(11)
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, N, s> 0, i=1, * * , M. If si is nonnegative,the x's satisfy
xj0, j-1,
the ith inequality in (1); consequently the inequalities in (1) can be replaced
by equation (11) and the conditionthat all variables appearingare nonnegative.
Let us then denote the matrixof all coefficients
appearing in the equations (11)
by A, and the M+N vector of all variables by y. (11) becomes

max c-y, Ay = b, y > 0.
A vertexis a pointwhereN ofthe inequalitiesof (1) are satisfiedas equalities.
This means that N of the componentsof y are zero. To obtain the values of the
remainingM variables (called basic variables), we simplystrikeout the columns
correspondingto the zero value variables (the nonbasic ones) and solve the remainingM equations in M unknowns.That is, if y is the M-vectorof basic variables, and B the square matrix formedfromthe correspondingcolumns, then
y= Blb. Thus all componentsof y are determined,and so in particularx, the
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location of the vertexis known. If all yi 0, the point x satisfies (1) and so is a
vertex of the feasible polyhedron;otherwise,it is merelyan intersectionof N
hyperplanesoutside the feasible polyhedron.
In carryingout the simplex method we start with a feasible vertex. The
next step is to examine neighboringverticesand findthose that are: 1) on the
polyhedron;2) yield an improvementin the objective function.
It is clear fromthe geometry,Figure 4, that neighboringverticeshave N-1
faces in common,hence theirnonbasic sets of variables are the same except for
one element. It followsthat to go to a neighboringvertex,one variable must
switchfromthe nonbasic to the basic set and one frombasic to nonbasic.

~~~/

FIG. 4

Specifyingthe variable to enter the basic set already determinesthe neighboringvertex. For let us suppose that the variable yi is to be added to the basic
set. Let us give yi the value 0 and solve for the basic variables y. Then y(O)
- B-1(b -Ovi) when vi is the column associated with yi. As 0 increasesfromzero,
the values of the components of yi of y change, and there will be some last 0
value at which they all are still nonnegative.Call this value 0minr With 0=0min
one of the ys,say yj0,is zero. Geometrically,as 0 increased,the solution point of
the equations moved fromthe originalvertexalong an edge created by displacing the hyperplanecorrespondingto the one equation which previouslyhad a
Oslack but now has a positive one. Finally another vertex is reached. Going
beyond this point would violate the inequality representedby Yio>O. Then yio
is the variable removed fromthe basis. The new basis consists of yi and the
remainingbasic variables. With y. at the value Omin and the remainingyi components at theirvalues in Y(Omin) the new basic variables provide a solution to
the equations. Thus we have foundthe coordinates of a neighboringvertex on
the polyhedron.
To be able to repeat this process,we would need to findthe B-1 corresponding to the new basic set. To do this it is not necessary to start over again.
Using the old B-1 as a startingpoint,the new inversecan be obtained by a single
Gaussian eliminationstep.
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Next we turn to the question of findinga neighboringvertexthat will yield
an improvement.As we went up the edge fromthe old to the new vertex,was
the objective functionincreasing or decreasing? Denoting by c' the row Mvectorof costs correspondingto the basic variables y,the change in the objective
functionis given by
C'(Y(Omin)

- y(O)) = c'(B-'(b

-

Ominvi)-

B-'b)

=-

-min(c'B-')vi

= Ominvi,

using Xrforthe M-vector -c'B-1.
The question of increase or decrease is determinedby the sign of the scalar
product 7r-vi. If this is positive, there is an increase, otherwisenot. Note that
the same ir can be used in consideringall possible vi that mightbe introduced.
To carryout the simplexprocedure,then,one startswith a vertex,and computes 7r.Using 7r,one tests forverticesthat will yield an improvementby forming the scalar product with all possible columns vi. If one of these yields a
positive result,it is introducedinto the basis, and one of the basic variables becomes nonbasic as describedabove. This process is iterated. Finally we reach a
point where all the scalar products of the currentir and the nonbasic vectors
are zero or negative. This can easily be shown to be a maximumpoint.
of the methoddepends on the numberof verticesthat must
The effectiveness
be inspected. Each vertex requires one Gaussian elimination. Two empirically
observedfactsare: (i) it helps to choose as the enteringcolumnthe one forwhich
7rviis maximal. (ii) If the rule (i) is followed,problemslike (1) are usually solved
in between 2M and 3M vertexinspections.Althoughthe entirepractical success
of linear programmingrestson observation (ii), thereis, at present,no theoretical explanation.
Integer solutions. The simplex method consists of a succession of matrix
inversions,the successive matrices being so related that there are great economies in passing fromthe inverseof one to the inverseof the next. One consequence of dealing with matrixinversionsis that the calculation is not one where
integraldata will produce an integralanswer.
Many combinatorialproblemsare susceptibleof a formulationlike equation
(1), but integral answers are usually needed. For an example, consider the
assignmentproblem.In this problemN men are to be assigned to N jobs. If the
ith man is assigned to thejth job, the cost of this assignmentis taken to be ci,.
The problemis to findthat assignmentwhichgives each man a job and each job
a man, and minimizesthe total cost. This can be formulatedin termsof linear
inequalities as follows:
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he is not assigned job j. If the xitgall turn out either 0 or 1, the inequalities in
(12) will forcea solution in which each man gets one assignmentand each job
one man. The difficultylies in restrictingthe variables to be 0 or 1, and the
simplexmethodoutlinedabove mightappear to be unable to providean answer.
matrixof (12) shows,however,that everysquare
A closerstudyof the coefficient
submatrixwill have a determinanteither +1, -1, or 0. Therefore,the matrix
inversionsinvolve division by ? 1 only and so will provide integralvalues for
all the variables. In the particular case (12) it is easy to see the only possible
integralvalues forthe X*jare zero and one.
A matrixall of whose sub-determinantsare either +1, - 1, or 0 is said to
have the unimodular property.It is an interestingand important problem to
try to discover classes of matriceshaving this property.A typical resultwhich
includes the matrixof (12) is
If A is theincidencematrixoftheverticesversustheedgesofan ordinarylinear
graph G, thenfor A to have theunimodularpropertyit is necessaryand sufficient
thatG haveno loops withan odd numberofvertices[3].
Even if a matrixdoes not have the unimodularpropertyone may still want
to find the best integral solution. The problem of findingthe integer x that
maximizesin (1) is called the integerprogrammingproblem.The integralpoints
satisfying(1) are, of course, all within the polyhedronof feasible x's. They,
togetherwith the points that lie between them, formanother polyhedronP'
included in the first.All the verticesof P' are integralpoints. If one could produce the inequalities that yield the faces of this P', the integerproblemcould be
solved as an ordinarylinear programmingproblem over P'. This approach has
been developed in [4] and [5] and methods of generatingthe faces of p' do
exist. Nothing like the computational effectivenessof the ordinary simplex
method has been obtained so far, however, and much work remains to be
done in this area.
Nonlinear systems of inequalities. In the system (1) the linear objective
functioncould be replaced by a nonlinearone. If the replacementis quadratic
and positive definitean elegant adaptation of the simplex procedure, due to
Wolfe, [6] is possible. For the general nonlinearobjective functionor when the
inequalities involve nonlinearities,gradientmethodsare oftenused [7].
simplexmethodoutlinedabove
Large systems.Althoughthe straightforward
can be applied to problems of as many as a thousand inequalities and several
thousand variables, many practical problemsare even larger.
Usually the very large problems involve matrices with special structures.
For example, there is the problem of selectingthe most profitableproducts to
produce. One unit of thejth product requiresan amount a*j of the ith resource.
Resources are such thingsas labor, raw materials,etc. If the amount of the ith
resourceavailable is bi and the profiton a unit of thejth productis cj, then the
problem is precisely (1), xi being the amount of the jth product produced to
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maximize profitwithoutusing up more resourcesthan are available. If we now
envisage two plants and the possibilityof supplyingcustomersfromeitherone
plant or the other,dependingon costs of productionand transportationcosts,
we obtain a matrixwiththe structureshownin Figure 5. If eitherN, the number
of products, or R, the number of customers,is large, the size of the matrixis
largely determinedby the highly structuredpart. Special methods for large
structuredproblems have been developed, under the name of decomposition
methods,duringthe past several years [8], and this is one of the most fruitful
fieldsof currentresearch.The spiritof these methodscan be illustratedon another structuredproblemthat leads us into the area of dynamic programming.
Imagine that identical (parent) rolls of material are to be cut up to make
narrowerrolls of the same diameter.We will consider all possible cuttingpatterns,the jth way of cuttinga parent roll being described by the numbersai,
of rolls of width wi which it produces. We tryto cut up the rolls to satisfycertain demands di for rolls of width wi. The correspondingsystem of linear in-
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equalities is

(13)

min Ejxj,

Ej aijxj ; di)

xj ? 0,

i

1, * * *,

wherej ranges over all possible cuttingpatternsand xj is the numberof parent
rollscut up using thejth pattern.One difficulty
is that the xi should be integers,
but aside fromthis thereis the fact that all the cuttingpatternsthemselvesare
so numerous that this matrix could never really be writtendown, even for a
problemin which M, the numberof different
widths to be produced is as small
as 10 or 15.
To carry out the calculations in spite of this, [9] we start with some fairly
arbitrarysquare submatrixA, involvingM patterns,and invertthat. The next
stage of the calculation is where the difficulty
comes in. To followout the simplex procedurewe would next formthe scalar product of 7rwith all nonbasic
columns v1and select the one maximizing7rvj to enter the basic set. The difficulty is that thereare too many columns to allow this.
This problemof findingthe next column can, however,in a structuredproblem, be a solvable maximizationproblem itself.In our example (13) a column
vj is any set of nonnegativeintegersyi, * , YM satisfying
i=M
yiWi
(14)
?,W ! W.
i1

Inequality (14) simplymeans that the widthcut out of the roll should not total
more than the width W of the parent roll. Thus the problemmaxj 7r*v;becomes
max
wmiyiwhere the yi are nonnegative integers satisfying(13). Fortunately,this problemcan be solved easily by one of the otherimportantmethods
of mathematicalprogramming,dynamic programming.
Dynamic programming.
Knapsack Problem: For the dynamic programmingor recursive approach
we introducethe functionv.(x), which is definedto be the value of the solution
to the problem

(15)

max

i=J

i=1

i=S

7riyi,

i=1

? X,
wiy,

wherethe yi are nonnegativeintegers.Problem (15) is the same as (14) but now
the total widthis x and only yi, * * *, ys can be used. v8(x)satisfiesthe recursion
(16)

Vs(x)= max {v,_(x), 7r.+ v.(x - w.)}

since v.(x) =v8,(x) if w8 was not used in the solution to (15) (i.e. ys= 0) and
equals w7r
plus the best use of the remainingwidth x - ws if it was used (i. e.
y >_1). Now v1(x) can be obtained triviallyforall x ? W. Also v8(0)=0 forall s.
Once providedwithv1(x)and v2(0)we can computev2(1), v2(2), * - *, V2(W) using
(16). Then with v2(x) we compute v3(x), and so on. Finally we obtain vM(W)
whichis the maximumunder the restriction(14) and solves the originalproblem.
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The y*of the solution are easily obtained from (16) and formthe column
chosen for the next stage of the simplex method applied to the problem (13).
A Gaussian eliminationis then performedand the process can be iterated. In
this manner the vast assemblage of possible columns or cutting patterns is
never writtendown. Instead, the dynamic programmingrecursionis a device
to create each column as it is needed.
Dynamic programminghas a large area of applications. The example above
is an illustrationof its use in a combinatorialproblem.The combinatorialinterpretationof the problememergesifthe wi are taken to be weights.Then we have
just found the most valuable collection of objects that a man can carry in a
knapsack if he is constrainedby a weight limitation W and each object has a
weight wi and worth7r,.This is the originof the name "knapsack problem."
Inventorytheory.Dynamic programmingcan be used in what appears to be
area, that of inventorytheory.To see this,considerthe proba totally different
a
firm
wishingto keep an inventoryof some item. The firmcan purchase
lem of
a supply y at the beginningof each week. The supply is deliveredat the end of
the week. During the week customersbuy, depletingthe inventory.The probability that the customerswill want to buy an amount z duringthe sth week is
known and is denoted by p8(z). Let us suppose that afterN weeks all items remaining in inventoryare disposed of at a price 7rper unit. The firmwishes to
balance offstorage costs, loss throughbeing out of stock, etc. What amount
should it buy to be most economical?
If V8(x) is the maximal expectedreturnto the firmforstartingwitha supply
x and maintaininginventoryfors weeks with the best possible buyingdecisions,
then V8(x) satisfiesthe recursion
V.(x)

=

max -cy +
vo

[pmin(x, z) - 2s(x

+ max (0, x - z))

(17)
+ V-,1(max(0, x - z) + y)]pS(z)dz
where c is the unit price of the items bought, s the unit storage cost, and p the
sales price. Once V81-(x)is known,the V,(x) values can be computed together
with the y values that yield them. Since Vo(x) can be taken as the value obtained by selling the remainingstock when there are 0 weeks to go, Vo(x) is
available, hence V1(x), * * *, VN(x) can be calculated using (17). If the present
inventoryis x, thenthe y that maximizes(17) in computingVN(x) is the amount
to buy this week.
The recursiveapproach of dynamicprogrammingis oftenusefulin situations
where a sequence of decisions must be made about a systemwhose state can be
described by a small numberof variables, and where the effectof the decision
is determinedby the currentstate alone. In the inventoryexample the (single)
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state variable was the inventoryon hand, in the knapsack example it was the
amount x of unfilledspace remaining.
Conclusions. A systematicdiscussion of dynamic programmingis available
in Bellman [10] and many applications are describedin Bellman and Dreyfus
[Ii]. Rather comprehensivetreatmentsof linear programmingand its applications are to be foundin Dantzig [12] and Charnes and Cooper [13].
This discussionhas emphasized what is known,but only a small portion of
the maximizationproblemsthat one would like to solve can be attacked by the
methodsof eitherlinearor dynamicprogramming.There are a varietyof special
techniques that can be used [14, 15, 16], but there are still many important
maximizationproblemsforwhichno computationallyreasonable methodis now
known.
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